OV ERV I E W FOR GOVERN MEN T

Track Regulatory Investigations
& Developments Worldwide
Today’s regulatory environment is increasingly active and
interconnected across regions. Keeping your finger on the pulse
is therefore crucial to confidently navigate the fast- changing
regulatory environment and understand how those actions impact
industry. Our global team of investigative journalists provides
exclusive, forward-looking insight and analysis that explains how
businesses will be impacted by regulatory risk—often ahead of other
news outlets.
Our coverage includes reports on investigations, policy and
enforcement trends, court hearings, interviews with regulators, as
well as access to official source documents. We go deep into the
issues so you have the inside scoop into what’s coming, and can
be prepared to respond to changes and enforcements from other
jurisdictions. In addition to staying informed with MLex customized
news alerts, you can quickly perform deep or historical research
using our advanced search capabilities and portfolios, which provide
timelines and related documents for a specific case, investigation or
new regulation.
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Understand how trends in rulemaking, enforcement and litigation
may impact your work.
Our expert journalists forensically track activities of governments,
agencies and courts to keep you informed of legislative developments
and enforcement actions across the globe.
Stay informed of new developments ahead of mainstream media.
Our long-standing relationships with regulatory communities across
the globe allow us to keep you informed quickly, and with all the
granular details you need to know.
Ensure you have all the details, from an unbiased and
authoritative source.
The MLex editorial process has the highest standards of sourcing and
accuracy, and our unbiased and forensic reporting means you can
count on the information for decision-making.
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*As of February 2020, based on AmLaw Global List, top 50 firms.

MLex specializes in identifying and analyzing
regulatory risk in the following areas of expertise
Antitrust
As a leader in antitrust news across the globe, our experts deliver exclusive, forward-looking scoops
on cartels, probes into restrictive practices, policy changes and related litigation. Our deep coverage
provides behind-the-scenes information you can’t get anywhere else.
Data Privacy & Security
Ensure you are prepared to navigate constantly evolving data privacy and security laws and
regulations across the globe. We’ve followed the GDPR and the CCPA from proposal through
enforcement and are closely following similar laws around the world.
Energy & Climate Change
Track major European energy and environmental policy developments, including major energy
debates and negotiations, regulation of the power industry, security of energy supply, climate change,
alternative energy, consumer needs and technical innovation.
Financial Crime
In addition to comprehensive coverage of anti-bribery and corruption laws, probes, and litigation,
MLex closely follows and reports on financial crime within the banking industry, including anti-money
laundering, insider trading, fraud, and market manipulation.
Financial Services
Our EU and U.S. experts report on the regulatory bodies that set global standards as well as regional
rulemaking, implementation, and enforcement in the areas of derivatives, trading and securities,
investment and retail banking, asset management, payment services and credit-rating agencies.
Mergers & Acquisitions
Be the first to know of merger developments and receive unique insight from MLex M&A experts on
the review process, procedural steps and court litigation resulting from approved or blocked deals.
State Aid
Understand aid schemes that are compliant with EU law by following MLex coverage on EU
investigations and policy changes into support offered by EU governments to companies and sectors.
Tech & Telco
Companies in these sectors face regulatory risk in the areas of privacy, competition, IP, and trade.
MLex closely follows changes to regulation impacting Internet platforms, global connectivity, and
media rights regulation.
Trade
With a focus on the major trade centers — EU, U.S., U.K., and their trade relationships with other
nations — MLex tracks global trade negotiations, changing trade policies and trade disputes and
enforcement — including anti-dumping, anti-subsidy, and safeguard probes.
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What our
clients say:
“MLex has proven to be a
critical source of information
and insight, allowing my team
to identify and navigate legal
developments across the
globe, so we spend less time
on pulling intel and can devote
more time to solving complex
legal issues.”
GOOGLE
“At a time when there is an
unprecedented amount of
antitrust news from the courts
and the antitrust agencies, I
find MLex to be a great source
of timely, accurate and wellpresented news.”
WEIL GOTSHAL & MANGES
“The Insights provide
thoughtful analysis and
commentary, and the Case
Files are incredibly useful
for reconstructing the
history of cases and policy
developments.”
THE EUROPEAN
CONSUMER
ORGANIZATION

“There is no doubt that
the breadth and depth of
information MLex provides
has been a key factor for
the success of my practice
advising clients on EU
competition and regulatory
law.”
ANDERSON MORI
& TOMOTSUNE

